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not just a pretty face...

melbourne’s gay & lesbian arts & cultural festival

13 January - 4 February
the Market

more than just a pretty face...

Showcasing the Finest Local & International DJs

The Market is open Thursday to Sunday 9pm til late

NYE the Market presents ARABIAN NIGHTS 2001

The Market is proud to be Principal Sponsor of the Midsumma Festival

ABSOLUT VODKA

143 Commercial Rd Sth Yarra 9826 0933 www.markethotel.com.au
Welcome to Midsumma 2001

Welcome to the City of Melbourne. We respectfully acknowledge that we are meeting on the traditional land of the Kulin Nations. This special place now known by its European name of Melbourne.

Today, Melbourne is one of the greatest multicultural cities of the world, a significant meeting place. For the Boonwoonung, Wurundjeri, Djabourjung and the Wathawurrung which make up the great Kulin Nations, Melbourne has always been an important meeting place and location for events of social, educational, sporting and cultural significance.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Welcome to the thirteenth annual Midsumma Festival. In this, our first official year, Midsumma presents the strongest artistic program yet with the best of local, national and international queer talent. With three weeks of art and community this celebration of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and pansexual culture has enough experimented, experimental, sophisticated solutions of beauty for everyone.

Midsumma’s favourite events return including Street Party, Red Raw, Pride March and of course the spectacular Finale weekend with Pool Party, the new Awards Night Ceremony in the Park, Carnival Day and T-Dance. In a look at more diverse future Midsumma is proud to support Indigenous arts this year with an area dedicated to Visual Arts, Performing Arts, and Spoken Word programs. Midsumma’s first ever outside of Melbourne promotes in Bendigo with a Visual Arts event contracting to our local regional supporters.

Partnerships with Victoria’s leading arts organisations have also been strengthened with Midsumma extending its influence to the Victorian Arts Centre Black Box with a suite to plan performances there and the stunning new Melbourne Museum’s Body Arts exhibitions. A celebration of body continues with Midsumma and Team Melbourne joining to bring this best event program ever and a renewed push towards the personal best at the 2002 Gay Games.

I personally welcome The Market Hotel back in their second year as Principal Sponsor and extend my welcome to all new and renewing financial sponsors. I invite the whole community to join in this celebration of our culture, lifestyle and diversity. I invite everybody to get up, take notice and to remember – Midsumma is not just a party but…

Nigel Wriggles, President.

Midsumma is committed to presenting an annual arts and cultural festival that, within a safe and healthy environment, celebrates the pride and diversity of Melbourne’s lesbian, gay, and allied communities.

The board of Midsumma festival is keen to produce an annual arts and cultural festival that:
- includes all and representation to the lesbian, gay, queer, bisexual, transgender and pansexual sections of the community
- is diverse and challenging in supports and encourages community activities that promotes as having cultural relevance within the community
- promotes opportunities for new artist talent, education, community to become consumers of lesbian and gay arts culture
- is commercial to excellence; maintaining arts and employ power in lesbian and gay arts and culture in Melbourne, Victoria and Australia
- builds strategic alliances with other marginalized arts and cultural communities including indigenous and multicultural communities
- is recognized as a principle arts and cultural festival both in Victoria and internationally.

Midsumma Best Dressed Window Competition

Supported by Tourism Victoria and Lombard The Paper People

Here’s your chance to dress to impress. Midsumma are looking for the best dressed windows in Melbourne and we are offering cash prizes to ensure that it happens. Cafes, restaurants, boutiques, florists, offices, clubs, pubs and all shopfronts are invited to take part.

Select the Midsumma 2001 theme - Not just a pretty face - and out dress your neighbour

First and Runner Up prizes will be awarded to the best of each of the following gay and lesbian centres: CBD, Fitzroy and Collingwood; St Kilda and Elwood; Yarraville and Williamstown; Dingley and Regions and a special prize for Best Venue.

For an entry form contact the Midsumma office on 9419 9819 or admin@midsumma.org.au

For an official Midsumma 2001 Visual Merchandising Pack contact Lombard The Paper People on 9376 2500.
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The Market Hotel is proud once again to be Principal Sponsor of Midsumma.

Midsumma Festival is a magnificent three week period which showcases gay and lesbian arts and culture, and we hope in 2001 the community joins forces to produce one of the most talked about gay and lesbian events of the year.

It is important to have a festival that we can call our own.

Happy Midsumma!

Spero Condos, The Market Hotel

Qantas is delighted to be the Official Airline of the Midsumma Festival and to be a part of Melbourne’s gay and lesbian arts and cultural programme for the 19th consecutive year.

As Australia’s leading airline, Qantas has more direct flights from Melbourne to more destinations than any other airline. So when you’re next thinking of travelling for business or pleasure, choose the airline that’s taking Melbourne to the world.

Thank you to Melbourne’s gay and lesbian community for your continued support and have a wonderful festival.
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OPENING NIGHT STREET PARTY

Commercial Road Prahran is the setting for Melbourne's most colourful outdoor night time celebrations - the opening night of the 2001 Midsumma Gay and Lesbian Festival! The street will be bursting at the seams with poodles and panners, dykes and drags, and muscle marchers of all shapes and sizes jostling for the spotlight. Everyone is invited to join the celebration as Melbourne's queer community kick up their collective heels to welcome in the 13th Midsumma Festival.

Be early to see Dykes on Bikes and Melbourne Monocyclo Tours as they arrive on Commercial Road just in time to avoid the madness of the infamous Trilly Dolly Folly Race. Get lost in the action of The Market Hotel's Disco Dance Space, and marvel at the Xchange Hotel's Rooftop Drag Xtravaganza. Stand in awe as roaming entertainers and dizzy drag queens scramble out of the way of Midsumma's Olympic inspired trampoline demonstration.

This night is not for the faint hearted. It's a roller coaster ride of excess. Join the rabble or take a ringside seat at one of the many kerbside cafes or bars and watch the parade pass by.

DIAMANDA GALÁS
in LA SERPENTA CANTA (The Serpentess Sings)

The internationally acclaimed vocalist, pianist, composer and poet, Diamanda Galás will be performing her latest work for the first time in Australia as part of the Midsumma Festival. Diamanda Galás is an exceptional talent with an extraordinary, explosive technique and a quintessentially theatrical performance style. With her inimitable three and a half octaves operatic voice laced with angels and demons, her theatrical power transcends singing as we know it. Diamanda Galás is the real deal. Her performances are captivating, compelling and not to be missed.

In La Serpenta Canta (The Serpentess Sings), a cycle of songs concentrating on the soul and blues as only Galás knows how to sing it, she performs a selection of her favourite songs from the likes of Screaming Jay Hawkins, Mahalia Jackson and Ornette Coleman, including classics such as I Put A Spell On You, Let My People Go, My World is Empty Without You and The Thrill Is Gone.

"Ghoulish yet gripping, Diamanda Galás makes herself heard. From devil to angel, beast to holy hero, she has inspired a host of otherworldly associations. Galás is one of music's most passionately beloved cult artists and one of its most daunting."

THE NEW YORK TIMES

For more Performing Arts events go to p32
PREMIER EVENTS

KINK ART
A RICK CASTRO RETROSPECTIVE

Hollywood based photographer and filmmaker Rick Castro brings together his early images capturing male nudes from Los Angeles in the late 80's and early 90's. The exhibition, which includes various pleasures derived from bondage, S&M, and gender role play, has been presented at such venues as The Rubbish Trail in LA, Gallerie N. in Paris and The Tinto Bicchierini Art Gallery in New York. The work is accompanied by a selection of his early images capturing male nudes from Los Angeles in the late 80's and early 90's.

"I hope to bring humour back to the bedroom where it belongs.

Rick Castro"

BLACK BOX @ VICTORIAN ARTS CENTRE

FOR MORE VISUAL ARTS EVENTS GO TO P32

Melbourne invites you to embrace the spirit of the performing arts and explore the rich diversity of our city's art scene. This edition of Melbourne Arts Centre features the work of renowned Australian artist, Andrew Houston. Houston's distinctive style and unique approach to visual artistry are sure to captivate visitors.

We welcome all art lovers and are excited to introduce a new exhibition: "Street Life: The Melbourne Project". This project showcases the artistic talents of local and international artists, capturing the essence of Melbourne's vibrant street culture.

"Liven up your day with a visit to the Melbourne Arts Centre. Our exhibits are sure to inspire and delight, offering a unique glimpse into the rich tapestry of Melbourne's artistic community."

Admission is free. Visitors are encouraged to explore the centre's various exhibits and enjoy the vibrant atmosphere.

See page 32 for details. Produced by Hans & Hynes.

Melbourne Arts Centre
PRIDE MARCH 2001
Presented by Pride March Victoria

Assemble at the corner of Latrobe Terrace and Flinders Street St. Kilda and march to the Catan Garden.

Sunday 21 January Assemble 10.30am March 12.30pm © 03 96 38 35 34 or www.pridesw.com.au

VICORIA'S 6000 gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered and allied community members are expected to arrive in St. Kilda. Up to 50,000 people attend in Melbourne. Everyone is encouraged to march with us and celebrate our pride and solidarity.

For more information contact Pride March Victoria © 03 96 38 35 34 or our website.

PRIDE MARCH is organized by Pride March Victoria Inc. Principal Sponsor City of Port Phillip.

MASS DEBATE
© Melbourne Gay Lesbian Arts Centre © 5410 95 35 34 or www.mga.com.au

The Mass Debate premise is one of the most exciting and popular events of the Festival. Comprising of an individual, team or two persons and a speaker to debate issues of reach and interest. For more information contact the Mass Debate © 03 96 38 35 34 or our website.

ALSO'S RED RAW
© 03 96 38 35 34 or www.also.org.au

This is at Queen Victoria Market. It is the ALSO Foundation's biggest party. The ALSO Foundation's signature party. They come from miles around to play music, party on and parade for ten hours of non-stop carnival-like activities with live acts and street theatre entertainment. If you come to one party this season, make it this one!
**PREMIER EVENTS**

**WORLD IS OUT @ the Builders**

- **Builders Arms Hotel**: 211 Gertrude St, Fitzroy
- **SS 56 members**: SS, corroboree
- **Austrian interpreters**: 9224 1111

**At last accessible**

**Cassel interpreters**

**H & H**

**New interpretation**

**WORLD IS OUT @ the Builders**

**Builder Arms Hotel**: 211 Gertrude St, Fitzroy has been a venue of choice for World is Out. Providing one of the best bookable performance venues in Melbourne with great drinks and eats. At the Builders, you can book a private function or a whole venue. The sound system is state-of-the-art, and the venue is equipped with projection screens and a large dance floor.

**Dispositional Bodies**

- **Monday**: 15 Jan, 6pm-10pm
- **Tuesday**: 16 Jan, 6pm-10pm

**Dispositional Bodies**

- **Monday, 15 Jan, 6pm**: World Premiere of Dispositional Bodies. This event is an opportunity for the audience to experience a unique performance that explores the concept of dispositional bodies and their role in society.

**Suzanne Comish**

- **Monday, 15 Jan, 6pm**: Suzanne Comish presents her latest work, a performance that integrates dance, music, and visual art to create an immersive experience for the audience.

**Wednesday, 16 Jan**: Join us for another exciting event featuring performances by a range of artists.

**Thursday, 17 Jan**: The day concludes with a showcase of local talents.

**Sth.P.O.O.F.T.A.**

- **Sunday, 14 Jan, 11am**: This event features a variety of performances, including music, dance, and comedy.

For more information and tickets, visit [WorldisOut.com](http://WorldisOut.com).

**Aspen Trees 2014**: Aspen Trees 2014 is an annual event that brings together artists, performers, and enthusiasts from around the world to celebrate creativity and innovation in the arts. This year, we are excited to announce a line-up of events that promises to be the most engaging and diverse yet.

**Event Highlights**

- **Opening Ceremony**: A grand opening to kick off the festival, featuring performances and speeches from distinguished guests.
- **Workshops**: Interactive sessions led by professionals in various artistic fields, offering participants a chance to learn new skills.
- **Exhibitions**: A diverse range of visual art, photography, and multimedia installations showcasing the works of emerging and established artists.
- **Performances**: Live performances by musicians, dancers, and other performers, highlighting the festival's commitment to cultural diversity.

**Tickets**

- **General Admission**: £20
- **VIP Pass**: £50

**Location**

- **Aspen Trees Venue**: 123 Artst Row, Melbourne

**Contact**

- **For Enquiries**: 1234 5678
- **Website**: [AspenTreesFestival.com](http://AspenTreesFestival.com)

Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to immerse yourself in the vibrant world of arts and culture. Get your tickets now and join us for an unforgettable experience!
A home loan that makes you feel right at home!

Whether you’re buying, re-financing, looking for your first home or an investment property, you can expect the most complete home loan package from RAMS.

Our service is the first difference you’ll notice. Since we’re not limited to branches, offices or even office hours, you can expect answers quickly.

Talk to us which ever way you like - by phone, in your home, by email or on the internet.

Next you’ll see how RAMS delivers a better home loan
- free of account keeping fees and enhanced with options to give you more control and flexibility.

Call Karen today on 0438 762 603
and discover why RAMS really is A Better Way.

proudly supporting the Gay and Lesbian Community in the year 2001

RAMS HOME LOANS

midsumma
melbourne's gay & lesbian festival

floral arrangement in bowl
PREMIER EVENTS

AWARDS NIGHT CABARET

Inaugural Midsumma
The Big Top, Alexandra Gardens
Saturday 3 February, 8pm
Midsumma 9415 9819 or www.midsumma.org.au

An evening of glittering entertainment and salubrious stars under the Midsumma Bigtop in the Alexandra Gardens, the home of the Midsumma Carnival. Join our special guests as we award artistic, cultural and community excellence and achievement at this, the inaugural Awards Night of the Midsumma Festival. Ticket price includes four hours of entertainment from Melbourne’s best drag cabaret; dancing divas and queer community characters. Full bar and plentiful gourmet platters available.

Get a group together and book a table, come with the chick you picked up the night before, or the boy you bonked after Red Raw. This is the glamour event of Midsumma 2001 so dress up big time, eat up, drink up, and be entertained. You deserve it!

CARNIVAL

Alexandra Gardens, Melbourne
Sunday 4 February, 11am - 6pm
Midsumma 9415 9819 or www.midsumma.org.au

Melbourne’s biggest day of Queer Pride is on again at the Alexandra Gardens in the City. The gardens open up to embrace the Queer Community with stages brimming with song and dance, a fabulous array of food and wine and a melting pot of Melbourne’s GLBT Community.

The famous and the infamous hide behind rose coloured glasses and ten gallon hats, while the Hoi Polloi run amok amidst the hundred or so stall holders, market vendors, slideshow rides and rowing racers. This is the place to be seen.

Perennials such as Dulcie Du Jour’s Dog Show return once again. Enter your pooch early to avoid the rush.

The Market Hotel’s new and improved Wigstock Drag Extravaganza, hosted by New York’s Lady Bunny is outdoor daytime drag that will be as fierce as it is fabulous!

A day and night of wild abandon not to be missed!

MIDSUMMA T-DANCE

Bigtop @ Carnival, Alexandra Gardens
Sunday 4 February, 6pm - 11.30pm
Midsumma 9415 9819 or www.midsumma.org.au

The hit of last year’s Midsumma party events, T-Dance, returns to Carnival.

Midsumma 2001 climaxes under the Big Top with disco dancers and party poofs converging on to the dancefloor to farewell the Festival in true party style.

With full discoteque sound and lighting, and some of Melbourne’s funkiest DJs, this is the perfect blast to end three weeks of queer culture consumption.

T-Dance is presented by Midsumma and the Victorian AIDS Council/Gay Men’s Health Centre.
Wave your arms in the air like you just don’t care.

Introducing Mr Perfect.
The new Turbo in gorgeous stainless steel. Mounted, as it should be, on a pedestal. Fold-down arms (perfect for tight spaces).
Four burners, roasting hood, push-button ignition, warming rack and rotisserie option. Keen to satisfy a crowd.
Call 13 12 54 for a sizzling good time.

Barbeques Galore
more for your outdoor
www.barbequessgalore.com.au
If it's a pink occasion
celebrate with pink bubbles.....
Midsummer - do it in style!
www.chandon.com
VISUAL ARTS

KINK ART - A Rick Castro Retrospective
Hollywood based photographer and filmmaker Rick Castro brings this down under with a retrospective of photography, copies and video, at Gamma space in Finders Lane.

Queer Street

- Queer Street - at your own risk enter into Melbourne's city streets and open your mind to the images from artists and writers who push and blur the boundaries for your visual pleasure. Midsomma continues to infiltrate Melbourne CBD with out there public art. Don't get comfortable! Queer Street is proudly sponsored by the City of Melbourne.

Urban Art Bus Shelters Display Units on City Circle Tram Route. Ed de Michieli-renowned artist and practising tattooist airs some new and bold photographic portraits. Spencer near Bourke, Spencer near Collins, Finders near Queensbridge, Victoria near Latrobe and Lonsdale near Spencer. 16 Dec - Wed 31 Jan 24 hours/7 days a week.

City Lights: Outdoor lightboxes in Hosier Lane burn bright with curiously camp images from artists: Chris Orr, Kevin O'Shaughnessy, Stephen Wightman, Fiona Lawry. Hosier Lane between Finders St and Finders Lane, Melbourne. Fri 12 Jan - Sun 4 Feb 24 hours/7 days a week.

Poster Pillars: The Know Me Space - Four designers/photographers explore the political, aesthetic and informative aspect of posters in public places. Located on the Poster Pillars throughout the CBD and North Melbourne. Tues 2 Jan - Sun 4 Feb 24 hours/7 days a week.

Queer Family

- An exhibition of local, urban Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Gay and Lesbian artists - Destiny Deacon, Lisa Bellear, Craig Charles, Kimba Thompson, Clinton Rain and Lou Bennett. Queer Family will highlight the diversity and culture both within the Indigenous community and the Gay and Lesbian community.

'The Queer Family' is proudly sponsored by the City of Melbourne. Proudly presented by the Midsomma Festival.

There is going to be a Big Disaster


Proudly presented by the Midsomma Festival.
Imagine exploring the wilderness and enjoying all the comforts of home.

In Hobart, you'll find more colonial architecture per square mile than any other city in Australia. Not far away, you'll find one of the world's most important wilderness areas. Drive back and watch the sun dissolve into liquid gold as you enjoy a glass or two of Tasmania's finest. Then order the freshest fish in the world from the Southern Ocean. Tempting Tasmania. Ask your travel agent about a holiday that includes the best of the wilderness and historic Hobart.

For a free copy of the Tasmania Holiday Planner and Gay Tas Visitor Guide phone 1800 068 900 or visit www.tourism.tas.gov.au
New Q

The fabulous winning artists of Midsama’s signature ‘New Q’ exhibition showcase their recent artworks. Featuring: Marcus Bunyan, James Verdon, Mairynne Christodoulou, Kate Hamilton, Deborah Kelly, Kerry Herrmann, Scott Campbell, Kathryn Reeves and Deb Williams. ‘New Q’ 2001 will also introduce a People’s Choice award and exhibition viewers will be encouraged to go into the draw to win gorgeous prizes. Winners will be announced at the Midsama Carnival. Melbourne’s queer art at its finest. ‘New Q’ 2001 will arise again with a national touring and prize focus in 2002. Keep a wicked eye out.

Proudly presented by the Midsama Festival. Sponsored by GLOBE.

Bendigo Project

Midsama goes to Bendigo with a unique installation by artist Tim Coates and Mark McCauley. Working together for the first time, they step outside their regular studio practices to explore the meanings and images of the domestic object.

Proudly presented by the Midsama Festival.

The New York Flower Suit & ‘Enriching Routine’

New York photographer, Adrian Jones, exhibits superb black and white flower studies. Published in various issues of ROSE and David Ledbetter’s The Male Note.

Silverado Andrew creates wonderful objects of masculinity, such as water jugs, public baths, and roses, to capture and individual pieces through the allure of sheer and quality design.

SHE

Take a peak, take a peak in the gallery window of 200 Gertrude Street, Flaxton. A drive-by, walk-in installation in collaboration between Jane Tregonge and Susan Long.

Proudly presented by the Midsama Festival.

Alternative Lives Photographic Exhibition

This exhibition portrays the beauty of Melbourne’s alternative community. Each exhibit contains two or more photographic representations of different aspects, with text by the subjects to clarify the meaning.

Calendar Girls Photographic Exhibition & Launch

Calendar Girls (colour photographs by Nick Jones) presents a humorous twist on the image of the ‘calendar girl’. Stunning modelling is provided by the Melbourne Marting Girls and famous drag queens, who get their gear all to entertain and amuse you. Have the exhibition all year round by purchasing the calendar at www.gmap.com.au/calendargirls.

Obscenes

Richard Morrison examines the obscenity inherent in the bucolic scene of Melbourne. On the virtues of the Gypsy bar, the paintings delve into the nocturnal revelry that ends in that morning-after reflection with a lute and the interpretation of a post-romantic masculinity. Richard argues that the obscenity is not to be ‘stated’.

Re (-) present

Re (-) present is a collection of mixed media works. It is a new intuitive providing support and visual expressions for young people around Melbourne. Artists convened and worked together over three months to combine their experiences and provide evidence of their ideas and realities. Sponsored by the Melbourne City Council, a project of Creative, Melbourne Health Service.

‘Torture’ the exhibition

‘Torture’ the exhibition is a door to a far world, a cruel fairy tale where inspiration lies in every human being. Nineteen artists pictured, sculpted and performed the different psychological and physical trauma of victims and strangely enough perpetuates of torture. This event is everything but a graphic picture of cruelty. It is an inspiring view of our own dark possibilities and fear.

Sponsored by Amnesty International.

The Erotic Cup

Last year it was ‘Transcendental’, this year it’s ‘The Erotic Cup’. The tradition of erotic Midsama exhibitions continues at the Northcote Pottery Gallery. Some of Victoria’s most notable artists presente the ‘cup’ for your erotic pleasure.

Window to my Fantasies- Elaine D’Esterre

Elaine D’Esterre is recognized as one of our most outstanding artists. Elaine has been pairing, painting and teaching art and life drawing since 1971, and has featured in exhibitions in Victoria, Tasmania and Queensland, fresh out of Dublin University with a Ph.D. in hand - to prepare for an exceptional and powerful exhibition of fascinating figures in a surrealistic setting.

Window to my Fantasies- Elena Ryzanoff

Elena Ryzanoff, Moscow born into a family of well known artists, Elena completed her specialist art education at Moscow’s Institute - Soukhanov Academy of Fine Arts. She participated in numerous contemporary exhibitions in Moscow, Canberra and in Melbourne. Elena’s paintings feature sensual, flowing figures with a unique, sculptural quality which mesmerizes viewers to touch.
Nice package!

> Mardi Gras Packages to accommodate all tastes
> From $500 includes 4 nights accommodation and flights

STA TRAVEL
OVER 250 BRANCHES WORLDWIDE
www.statravel.com.au
**Fragments of sex**

Inspired by recollections of the informe Parisian Taxis Roads’, ‘Fragments of Sex’ are new sculptural photographic works by conceptual artist Travis de Wiek. Using naphthol stained photographs and plaster casts made from the exhibited sculptures, the exhibition brings together the tender and delicate with the harrowing and sinister elements of the brief encounter.

**Massimo Speroni - II Dolce Farniente**

Charles Nodrum Gallery is proud to present Massimo Speroni’s first Australian exhibition. His reputation draws erotic and sensuous nude and semi-nude figures in his native Italy, and have already garnered a following among Australian collectors. Speroni perpetuates a tradition of candy-coloured models drawn to recollect the memory of the world of Italian masters, and speak of intimate tranquillity, reflected perspectives, passion and desire.

**Exploring whole**

‘Exploring whole’ An exhibition of sugar food sculptures by emerging ceramicist John Ferguson. Textured and burnished surfaces envelop his forms, creating sensual and tactile works which draw the viewer to caress and explore. Represented in the art gallery of South Australia, this is John’s first Melbourne exhibition.

**Significant Moments**

Pride March and Australian Lesbian and Gay Archives present an exhibition celebrating 180 years of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender life. Funded by the Victorian Government, through the Centenary of Federation Victoria Community Support Fund, this exhibition will be displayed at Assembly, the Foyle Concert, carried in Pride March on January 21 and at Melbourne Carnival.

**Jonathan Mills, Melbourne Festival Director**

My best wishes to all participating in Melbourne. My congratulations to Nigel Higgins and Brendan Geyer and their team for creating a diverse program of great appeal.

A festival is a great opportunity for any community to express itself. Melbourne’s role in forging connections and encouraging a sense of belonging within Melbourne’s gay and lesbian community is significant.

Have a great time. With very best wishes from your colleagues at the Melbourne festival.

**Vanessa Pigram, Melbourne Fringe Festival Director**

Are Melbourne where you can get such wet & wicked, explosive, racy art, a dog show, stylish fashion on the field AND a bit of spicy magic all in the one juicy program?

Melbourne Fringe celebrates the sparkling diversity of the queer family. But let’s be honest. We really love it because it heralds the official start of our summer social season. Ladies bring a plate! Melbourne Fringe wishes you all the best for another big festival.

**Vanessa Pigram**

**KIDZ EVENTS**

**Polyglot Puppet Theatre - Workshops**

Polyglot: has been alive and kicking for 22 years and is one of the leading puppet theatre companies for young people in Australia. We are hosting three great workshops with puppet maker Katrina Gaedell. She will show you how to construct a rod puppet from simple materials and create your own puppet character. You will be taken into the intriguing world of puppets and end up with one of your very own. The 11am and 1.15pm workshops are for young people aged between 7-13 years old. The 4pm workshop is for ‘big kids’...that’s adults. Book early to secure a place.

Photo by Rebecca Sutherland.

**Kid Zone**

For those who haven’t grown up yet, and those who never will. Dabble in puppetry. Get your face painted. Feed a baby pig. Twist a balloon. Bring your Super Soaker and enter the Accuracy Competition! Monitored activities all day.
“ABBA-SOLUTELY FAB!”

Michael Coveny, Daily Mail

Be one of the first to see this infectious and funny love story featuring 22 of ABBA’s best known songs including:

Dancing Queen
Take a Chance on Me
Super Trouper
Money, Money, Money
Mamma Mia

Groups Bookings & Travel Packages now available!

Call Glenda now on
(03) 9299 9003 or
fax: (03) 9299 9010 or email:
mammamia@ticketek.com.au

Benny Andersson & Björn Ulvaeus’

Mamma Mia!

A New Musical based on the Songs of ABBA

Australian Premiere Princess Theatre Melbourne Sat 9 June 2001

www.mamma-mia.com

Qantas

The One to Watch
Bear or Bare?

Do you prefer the look and feel of smooth, clean, fur-free skin? Do you like the added definition your muscles seem to have when they're not hidden behind all that hair?

Andre Extra Strength Hair Remover has been specifically formulated to gently remove men's body hair, so you can get rid of the fur without having to worry about shaving irritation, prickly regrowth, painful salon waxes or ingrown hairs.

Call 1800 25 1010 for stockists.

Andre is a proud sponsor of the Melbourne Marching Boys.
chicken worth coming out for.

Once you’ve had a taste of Nando’s, you’ll never want straight chicken again. Because only Nando’s is ritually marinated for 24 hours, trimmed of fat, flame-grilled and then lovingly bathed in the exotic spices of lemon & herb or our famously steamy peri-peri chilli sauce. Proudly Supporting Midsumma Festival 2001.

Nando’s
We worship chicken
A LOWER RATE AND EXTRA FEATURES ON THE HOUSE.
Want to save 25-50% off calls between your Telstra home and Telstra mobile phones?
Call 13 2200.
Dyke World

Where cultures connect and become owned.
A deliciously diverse affair of readings by indigenous and multicultural writers including Lisa Bellows, Naomi Osa, Latoya Mascolo and Heidi Eas Burtin.
Supported by the Victorian Community Arts Centre. Produced by Heidi Eas Burtin.

Freda, Fiona & Me

An open facilitated discussion with people with disabilities or chronic illness. In the Chair will be Caroline Bawden, who will take you through some of the social issues that concern all of us when dealing with access and involvement by this talented group of people. Sponsored by the Victorian AIDS Council/Gay Men's Health Centre/Pozitive Living Centre. Free to all in 2000.

Odd Girl Out

Streaming, stories and Cape Town young people and around people who work with GILF young people. "And I said, "imagine your tip here!" so I said, "it's a question to know and Sally. Did you two actually go on anything? And I said, "Yes...and that was about 2 months ago and it's still a bit of an "American Dream" issue. "Alicia Hooker, Victorian interpretor program. Produced by Contract.

Outback & the Black Box

"Outback" and "What's On" present Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander writers in the grand finale of "What's On" at Melbourne. Featuring Lisa Barker, Rob Brown, Aunty Mavis Turner. Featuring others, this will be a transformative night of song and spoken word performance from amazing talents. Outback in Victoria's home for Gay, Traveller and Aboriginal support groups.

Poetry by Ken Parker

A program of poetry by Gay and Lesbian women and men of colour. Derived and read by Ken Parker. Includes drinks and snacks.

St. Dorothy's Day

Ross, Mozart and AI Pierce support. Sizzlin' Summer 6.30pm. It doesn't get much better for St. Dorothy's Day. Enjoy the words of a Poacher, David Head, the music of Mozart's connection music and the edginess of an All Stars sponsor to follow. All friends of Dorothy welcome.

Strawberry Sunday

Strawberry Sunday presents the theory and practice of queer sexuality. In text and graphics this new fiction book is the latest installment of ML's "Dowd's Past Modern Queer Project. Independent event.

The Launch of "Gay"

Seldom does a book deal with the range of issues and perspectives of Steve Dowd's "Gay" (www.woolshed.com). Dealing with the outward expressions and inner feelings of queer people today, "Gay" is a collection of writing from a personal and traditional perspective, incorporating interviews and personal articles. "Gay" is a book to treasure, to come along and take a glass and find out who 'gay' might mean today. Sponsored by Common Ground Publishing.
The Singing...Forest by Performing Arts Productions

From the producers of 'Harriet in St. M stimulate the true story of Heinz E and his extraordinary struggle to survive the horrors of Nazi persecution. As a young homosexual boy in tormented Europe of World War II, Heinz embarks on an incredible journey. Through his quick wit and luck, he manages to cheat death by his good looks and intelligence. Sometimes, Heinz's courage is unbreakable but always resilient, this emotive and remarkable epic will stay with you long after the story ends. Notice this production contains nudity, sex and violence. Some scenes may offend. Limited season.

'Sex With Men Too' by Steven Dawson

From Melbourne's Own Out Cast Theatre and Steven Dawson, the wicked writer of 'Big Dicks on Stag' comes two brand new comedies. The "Deep Sea" is a tale of religious righteousness and good old fashioned "sunny-pooch". A "Gorgon's Beak of Fluff" is the story of a porn actor and his right-hand man, both looking for a different kind of love. Warning: may contain nudity...if you're lucky.

Ms Penelope in 'Gayschool'


Only Heaven Knows

Alex Hadley's charming musical play is a rollicking adventure through the life of a young man growing up gay in Australia. Tim's journey overflows with funny moments, discovery, love, loss, heartbreak and all the love that goes with coming out. In the series, 'Only Heaven Knows', illustrates that nothing changes in the epic journey of self discovery.

'PRETTY Butch face' by Bridget Boson

'PRETTY Butch face' unleashes the raw humanism of the writer/performer, Bridget Boson. The show combines the dynamic and engaging energy of stand up comedy with cleverly staged and scripted theatre. Interspersed are songs, subversive skits, social conflict and irreverent yet compassionate mimicry. Bridget dynamically builds and incorporates visual aids with acute observations and explorations of the essentially hilarious business of being whoever you are. This show is a solid piece of empathy, which is very bloody funny.


Robyn Archer, Gay Games VI Artistic Director

The proliferation throughout Australia of events which celebrate gay, lesbian, transgender and bisexual culture, is an indication of how lucky we are to live in a country where a lot of the battles have been won.

The stories, efforts and skills which arise from these celebrations are testament to a community which has survived and is thriving, and has a great deal to offer society at large.

While you enjoy this Midsumma, open a thread for those in the global community, some our close neighbours, who do not yet enjoy our freedom. I hope you are planning (and saving) to meet some of them and your Australia-wide and worldwide counterparts in Sydney when Melbourne goes home for the Gay Games VI Sporting and Cultural Festival. Robyn Archer AO

Muthafucka MC, Winner King Victoria 2000

Being crowned King Victoria, is one of my proudest moments. I know people have no right to be so great as me, but people can try, and Midsumma might help you along just like they helped me.

I just flew in from L.A last night. Grammer, girls, record deal, it was great - but Midsumma in Melbourne rocks my world.

So here's a shout out to my main crew - Kung Kings, pools, dykes, tramps, queers, I LOVE MUGS!!!帶 IT UP!!!

Right...

muthafucka MC.
tastes like a dream

Only in your wildest dreams can chocolate, cherries, and coconut help you burn fat and build muscle. Now, fantasy is reality with the new Aussie Bodies Cherry Coconut Hi-Fit C Bar. Containing 45g carbohydrates and 15g protein, this bar is specially balanced to encourage your body to use fat for energy without storing excess carbs as body fat. Learn more at aussiebodies.com.au
The Victorian Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby presents

Mass Debate 2001
Tuesday 30 January 7:30 pm
Melbourne Concert Hall
in association with the
Victorian AIDS Council/Gay Men’s Health Centre

‘That some are more equal than others’

Only $16.50 full price
$11 concessions (VGLRL/Joy Melbourne members)

Mass Debate is a social event involving various speakers and discussion groups following the debate. Speakers include

- Renowned comedienne and political activist Julia Morris
- VGLRL/Gay Men’s Health Centre Director, Edward Aird
- A leading social justice lawyer

These speakers are all passionate about equality and will discuss a range of topics in the spirit of the theme. You can expect a lively and thought-provoking debate.

Be entertained by our speakers - Julia Morris - as she tickles and teases an array of clever people through the topic ‘Front: some are more equal than others’.

PLUS enjoy the special talent ‘Squeal of Fortune’. You could be an audience member and one of these celebrities plays on behalf of the audience.

Also bring to life the magic of the ‘Woman of Deception’.

As if that isn’t enough - Make sure you’re a part of our GRAND PRIZE RAFFLE - buy your ticket for the raffle at the door and you could win THE most FABULOUS prizes.

Our event SOLD OUT last midsumma. Sadly we had to turn people away at the door! So this midsumma...

We got a bigger venue
Your buy a ticket early and turn up on the night

For more details call VAC/GMHC on (03) 9865 6700

---

Victorian AIDS Council
Gay Men’s Health Centre
6 CLAREMONTE STREET SOUTH Yarra
9865 6700

groups
social support & discussion for:
Gay men
Guys who are new to being Gay
Gay men of different nationalities
HIV+ gay men and their partners
Peer education relationships
Drop-in, for all ages

services
for people living with HIV/AIDS
Free housing complementary therapy
VITAMART - low cost vitamins & medicines
HIV+ social & support group

Community Clinical services which provide
financial assistance through the PAVP William Trust

---

If you are interested in attending the Mass Debate or would like to know more about the services offered by the Victorian AIDS Council/Gay Men’s Health Centre, please contact them directly.
GNC Physique Competition

The serious eye candy comes out on parade for the 2nd Annual GNC Physique Competition at Midsumma Carnival.

Starting training now to be a participant or come along to check out the oiled up muscle boys and girls flex and pose for the grand prize of Mr Physique and Ms Physique 2001.

Subject to the rules of the International Natural Bodybuilding Association, this event is part of the lead up to Gay Games VI in Sydney 2001.

Metro Mountain Bike Ride

An easy 5km ride on one of Melbourne's best bike paths 'The Outer Circle Trail'. We will meet at the car park at Fairfield boat house. The ride is suitable for all standards.

6kers Bowling Tournament

Individual and teams enter bowling tournaments, with both scratch and handicap events. Teams can be formed on the day. Shoe hire and refreshments are available at the venue. The centre provides bowling balls if required. Social bowlers welcome.

Surf Safari

Join barmie Ian "Biggee" Osmar-Ward for your chance to strut your stuff in the surfer Beginner or Pro, bring your surf board, bring your board, chairman of the bond, anything you can use to catch some waves, or take advantage of the equipment hire package from 9500-year Wire a Wave. A beach BBQ at the end of the session will upgrade all appetites. Pack a lunch! Look out for the Midsumma Flags.

The Gay Golf Outing

Love the great outdoors? Have a weakness for long socks and clothes that don't fit? If so, Midsumma's Gay Golf Outing is the event for you! Enjoy a relaxing 9 holes of golf with your mates, or come along and meet other golfers. A day to have fun and to swing your clubs around. A professional caddy will be on hand for beginners. Look out for the Midsumma flags.

Midsumma Ride Out

Melbourne Motorcycle Teams and Dykes on Bikes will conduct Midsumma's first motorcycle ride supporting Melbourne's Gay and Lesbian Community. Apprene, 2500km. All skill levels welcome. You must have a licenced motorcycle and a necessary motorbike. Ride will finish at Commercial Road in time for the Street Party.
All men are created equal...

...but who wants to be Mr. Average?
MOONLIGHTING

Moonlighting
Premier Event

THE LADY BUNNY
Direct from NYC, the
Queen of wigstock in
2 shows at The Prince
(Thu 1 & Fri 2 Feb),
one night at The Dome
(Sat 3 Feb) and
at Carnival (Sun 4 Feb)

A new category for Midsumma 2001, Moonlighting combines
Cabaret, Magic, and Music into one great evening part of
events for you to sink your teeth into after the sun goes down.
Sink up everything from tinkling piano to raucous laughter.
The bowery and the blue hot next to the pram and proper.
It's all in a night out for Midsumma 2001!

Andrea rienesets

Let the sublime voice of Andrea rienesets take you to another place. Her songwriting is exquisite. Her delivery irresistible. Her performances flip story
telling into the erotic. Her acoustic touch and techno savvy leave a lingering sensuality. Listed among the luminaries of contemporary popular music,
Andrea_gracefully stepped onto the world stage with "Wooden Child" - a playful chime of heartbreak and defance. Andrea's new songs map her
physical and emotional journey through soul-Antarctica, the fantasies, ironic and ironies of our deeper lives, and the suburban whir of the whir
store. From Antarctica to Semaphore, her idiosyncratic take on the world creates a musical journey, rich and resonant.
"A swag of techno and street savvy..." Rolling Stone. "Her voice is more miracle than mystery..." HO Magazine.

There Are Bears In There

Peter Harley and David Rogers Smith in "There Are Bears In There" - two more hairy old peoels sing show tunes - songs by Sandheims, Porter, Gershwin, Romantis,
and wicked originals. Entertaining music with a gay sensibility - songs that tell our stories.

The Divine and the Damned

Everyone is welcome at the church of the fallen
angel. Be cleansed of your sins at this cabaret show
of biblical proportions. Midsumma nineteen. Leader of the Pack, deliver deeply inspired interpretations of pop, gospel and soul standards. The very revered Jon

Vicki Vegas in Review

Witness celebrated female impersonato Vicki Vegas and
exquisite portray showbusiness legends in a right full
of lavish costumes and slick routines. A show filled
with song, comedy and style. Also direct from Vegas,
Vegas St. Honored, Drag Kings extraordinary, the
Divine Brothers bring us songs, acts and clownish
takes to the stage. A must see. Also starring Ben
Jackson and Ms Tuck.

Satin and Silk Ball

A leading event in the Lesbo calendar, and an
important fundraiser for Marine Gilead Victoria Inc. It
offers a live band, DJ, finger food, B.B.Q. in the
backgroung. Held annually, the Satin and Silk
Ball continues to be eagerly anticipated by the
the local community.

Romaine Morton

Midsumma at the Black Box and Word is Out present Romaine Morton, Indigenous spoken word performer from the Bundjalung and Guuguarr
nations; with her trio of musicians, Phoenix, Nicha and Tony Russell. A fusion of jazz rhythms, percussion and bass guitar with the unforgettable words of this
highly acclaimed writer, the Romaine Morton Quartet will amaze your soul and carry you to places you never existed in this land. Reservations
through Phoenix & Nicha.

Go produced for Word is Out by Raine & Hynes and Midsumma Festival.

Festival Jack-Off

The Melbourne Workers 11th Annual Jack-Off Party
offers an environment which is safe, friendly and
discerning. All ages over 18 and sizes, shapes and
couples welcome. Full nudity. No tops below the hips. Topless club rules apply.

Mooning 2001

The Land Hotel joins forces once again with RAG (No
Attitude Guys) to present "Mooning 2001", a leered
and frantic search for Melbourne's "Hottest Areas". Entry
forms at The Land Hotel.

This event is a charity fundraiser.

See Page 10 for full details.
The Spirit of Australia.

Anggrek: The ultimate experience of luxury encompassing a one-of-a-kind experience that can only be found in Bali. The Anggrek experience begins at your doorsteps...
King Victoria

King Victoria presents DRAG KING SHOW OFF. Starring MC Mathilda, Slab, Neil Dominant, drag king go go and special guests. With rare screening of instant cult classic "KING PORN 1" starring Mo B Dick as King Cam, Maurice Valentino as King Cock, Slippery Nick as Toot, the Taxi, plus a femme. Directed by Sol B.

Girl Bar Midsumma

Girl Bar for the world's largest genitals and guest. Homosexual ambience, 5 star service, world class DJs, outdoor balcony and lounge area.

Wigstock @ The Market

Wed 28 Jan 10am - 4am
$10 til 10pm, $15 after Rumpus
Gay Bar

Come Up and See Me Sometime - Mae West Tribute

The Three Rooms
7-9 The Strand Rd St George Rd
Bangaroo NSW 2016
Wed 21 Jan - Sat 23 Jan
$15 til 11pm, $20 after
The Pot and the Kettle - A Cabaret Conflict

The Three Rooms
7-9 The Strand Rd St George Rd
Bangaroo NSW 2016
Wed 21 Jan - Sat 23 Jan
$15 til 11pm, $20 after

Cling - a cabaret in stretch velour

The Three Rooms
7-9 The Strand Rd St George Rd
Bangaroo NSW 2016
Wed 21 Jan - Sat 23 Jan
$15 til 11pm, $20 after

Alix Dobkin in concert

Last Round Club
450 Clovelly Rd
Brunswick
$15 til 11pm, $20 after

The Naked Drag Queen

Sassy Cabaret
159 Lygon St
Carlton
18+ Sun 18 Jan - Mon 19 Jan
$15 full cabaret, $10 small cabaret

ULULATION

Blue Room
111 Grevillea Rd Near St George Rd
Bangaroo NSW 2016
18+ Sat 17 Jan - 3am $20

Ms Lesbian 2001 - the ultimate quest...

The Gantry Club
200 Lonsdale St
Carlton
18+ Fri 29 Jan - 3am $20

Bootscooting to a T

The Gantry Club
200 Lonsdale St
Carlton
18+ Fri 29 Jan - 3am $20

Grey Power

The Gantry Club
200 Lonsdale St
Carlton
18+ Fri 29 Jan - 3am $20

MINUS 18

Limerick
128-134 Lygon St
Carlton
18+ Fri 29 Jan - 3am $20

Grey Power's therapeutic use of song dance and roast keeps that sugar in your cup and that kick in your stick. More than a lifestyle system, this is your answer to ogrenoma and acid wash makeup. Embrace frames and wagers admired. Blood reveals and salve later discouraged.
Get yourself a 6 pack and cure the itch.

Treating your pet for fleas is now even easier with the added convenience of the Advantage 6 month pack. It's available from your veterinarian without consultation.

Advantage® is a registered trademark of Bayer AG, Leverkusen, Germany.

It's All You Need For Total Flea Control
Chandon Picnic

Discover the grace and beauty of Domaine Chandon, where you can enjoy a glass of sparkling wine and a picnic lunch. The picnic includes a choice of entrée and dessert, as well as sparkling wine and mineral water. You can also enjoy a guided tour of the vineyard. Tickets are available online and on the day. For more information, visit the website.

History Walk

Join us for a walk through Melbourne's history, from the early days of settlement to the present day. The walk will take you through some of Melbourne's most significant historical sites, including the old gaol, the Melbourne Art Gallery, and the Shrine of Remembrance. The walk is suitable for all ages and fitness levels, and will last approximately 2 hours. Meet at the Melbourne Art Gallery at 10:00am. Booking is essential. For more information, visit the website.

SOUND & VISION

Movies Under the Stars - 'Edge of 17'

Screening on Friday 2 February, 'Edge of 17' is the story of a young boy who is struggling to come to terms with his sexuality. The film is set in the 1980s and is based on true events. The screening is free and will be held at the Southbank Parklands. For more information, visit the website.

JOY 90.7 FM

Tune in to JOY 90.7 FM for all of MIDSUMMA. JOY is on air full time from 6th January to the 10th of February (one week before and one week after the festival). There will be daily updates, interviews and news on all MIDSUMMA events and activities throughout the festival. Tune in during Breakfast and Drive for a daily round-up of events. JOY will broadcast live from Street Party at Carnivale as well as Pride March. Listen out for details of our soundscapes as part of our MIDSUMMA events. JOY 90.7FM - Australia's first and Melbourne's only dedicated Gay and Lesbian radio station.

Movies Under the Stars - 'Relax...It's Just Sex'

Join us at the Southbank Parklands on Friday 9 February for 'Relax...It's Just Sex'. This film is a hilariously honest look at the life of a young man who is trying to make sense of his sexuality. The screening is free and will be held at the Southbank Parklands. For more information, visit the website.

Movies Under the Stars - 'But I'm A Cheerleader'

Screening on Friday 23 February, 'But I'm A Cheerleader' is a comedy film about a young woman who joins a cheerleading team in order to cope with her feelings of loneliness and isolation. The screening is free and will be held at the Southbank Parklands. For more information, visit the website.

Fluid Transmission

An innovative multimedia show that explores the way we think and feel about queer issues. The show uses projection mapping, music, and interactive installations to explore the complex relationship between identity and desire. For more information, visit the website.

Rick Castro's Street Life

Photographer and filmmaker Rick Castro presents a series of slides, short film programs, and excerpts from his film 'Urban Life' about the nature of queer life in Los Angeles. An unforgettable night of spoken word performances, co-presented by Queer Film Australia, this is a fundraiser for Wind is One and the Melbourne Queer Film Festival. For more information, visit the website.
IF YOU LOVE SAN FRAN

UNITED AIRLINES
**Infotainment**

**Quantum Sexuality**
- Presenter: [Person A]
- Venue: [Location A]
- Date: [Date A]
- Time: [Time A]

**Health in the Raw**
- Presenter: [Person B]
- Venue: [Location B]
- Date: [Date B]
- Time: [Time B]

**Launching the AVP - A Forum on Violence**
- Presenter: [Person C]
- Venue: [Location C]
- Date: [Date C]
- Time: [Time C]

**Fulllife Chiropractic Centre**
- Presenter: [Person D]
- Venue: [Location D]
- Date: [Date D]
- Time: [Time D]

**JOY Community Forum - Full Time JOY?**
- Presenter: [Person E]
- Venue: [Location E]
- Date: [Date E]
- Time: [Time E]

**Total Home Solutions**
- Presenter: [Person F]
- Venue: [Location F]
- Date: [Date F]
- Time: [Time F]

**Miss Candee, Drag Legend**
- Presenter: [Person G]
- Venue: [Location G]
- Date: [Date G]
- Time: [Time G]
Summa Selling (or buying!)

carmichael+weber
5 OFFICE NETWORK

LICENSED ESTATE AGENTS, AUCTIONEERS & PROPERTY MANAGERS
Proudly servicing
Abbottsford, Armadale, Carlton, Collingwood, Elsternwick, Elwood, Fitzroy, Hawthorn, Malvern, Prahran, Richmond, South Yarra, St Kilda, Toorak & the CBD.

Auction
SOLD

CONTACT
WILL WALTON
0412 511 717
OUT THERE: EVERYWHERE: 2001

Summer in Sydney 2001 at the world’s greatest lesbian + gay celebrations. Mardi Gras Travel packages, tickets and the latest news now online: mardigras.com.au


MARDI GRAS PARTY: 2001

SATURDAY MARCH 03: FOX STUDIOS, SYDNEY

TICKETS ONLY AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE BY MEMBERS OF SG+LMC

MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES 02 9557 4322 OR MEMBERS@MARDIGRAS.COM.AU
The Macfarlane Burnet Centre (MBC) is a leading research centre investigating some of today's most serious viral diseases. Our multifaceted approach from basic science to public health puts us in a unique position to help.

- Viral Load Testing & HIV/AIDS surveillance
- HIV/AIDS education & prevention programs in Australia & in over 18 regional countries
- Harm Reduction programs for illicit drug use

Macfarlane Burnet Centre for Medical Research
Yarra Bend Road, Fairfield, Vic 3078
Tel: 9282 2111 Fax: 9282 2100
www.burnet.edu.au
(Donations over $2 are tax deductible)
How to Buy Tickets

Please refer to individual event listings for ticketing information. Tickets to events other than those listed on this page are generally not available from these venues. Tickets are available at the door to all events listed on this page.

Midsumma Festival Office
First Floor, Flinders Town Hall, Raper St, Fitzroy
Ph: (03) 9412 5819 Fax: (03) 9415 9817
10am-6pm Mon-Fri.

H&H
Hares & Hyenas Bookshop
135 Commercial Rd, South Yarra
Ph: (03) 9824 0116 Fax: (03) 9824 2987
10am-7pm Mon-Wed, 10am-8pm Thu-Fri, 10am-6pm Sat.

ALS Foundation Office
First Floor, 15 Cama St, Prahran
Ph: (03) 9510 5569 Fax: (03) 9510 5499
10am-6pm Mon-Fri.

Hares & Hyenas

Press Release

The ALS Foundation and the Midsumma Festival are pleased to announce that the ALS Foundation will be selling ALS Foundation merchandise at Midsumma 2001. The merchandise available includes t-shirts, hats and singlets. All proceeds from the sale of this merchandise will go to the ALS Foundation.

Midsumma Merchandising

Midsumma 2001 clothing is available from all Midsumma major events or at the Midsumma office (cash/credit card only, no EFTPOS). Order using this form or order online at www.madsumma.org.au

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-shirt</td>
<td>S/M/L/XL/XXL/XXXL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyke</td>
<td>S/M/L/XL/XXL/XXXL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singlet</td>
<td>S/M/L/XL/XXL/XXXL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information, contact Midsumma at 1300 368 383.

Midsumma 2001 T-Shirt

"Tall" and "Dyke" versions available.
Back: 100% cotton, polyester, $79.95.
Front: 100% cotton, polyester, $79.95.

Midsumma members & artist pass holders: $22.00 (incl. GST)

Midsumma 2001 Singlet

"Tall" and "Dyke" versions available.
Back: 100% cotton, polyester, $79.95.
Front: 100% cotton, polyester, $79.95.

Midsumma members & artist pass holders: $19.80 (incl. GST)

Midsumma 2001 Hat

Black, bristle, cotton bucket hat.
One size fits all.

Midsumma members & artist pass holders: $12.00 (incl. GST)
"We'll Fight For You"

How to contact your State Liberal Member of Parliament:

Contact details are provided on the reverse side of the pamphlet.
MMMM... FEELS GOOD

From the moment you walk into New Oak Ford's showroom for real coffee in Café Avanti you feel the difference. No hassle, no hassle, just great coffee, great cars and pretty nice people too.

Our consultants can show you the very latest from Ford and FTE. While our Warehouse offers fresh daily delivery of low K's ex-factory Ford executive or demonstrator vehicles.

Not to mention our huge range of quality guaranteed pre-owned vehicles priced from under $10,000, or the full range of Ford Commercial vehicles.

And when you buy from New Oak Ford the feeling doesn't stop there.

Our Trading Advantage and service excellence programs guarantee you complete after sales satisfaction for years to come. Drop in any time for a coffee, the only pressure is in our espresso machine.

It feels good...

New Oak Ford

Cnr Dandenong & Ferntree Gully Roads OAKLEIGH
CALL OUR 24 HOUR HOTLINE
9564 3777